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NEAR- INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY  - NIRS



Light in NIR range can 

penetrate biological tissues

Technical notions

SCATTERED

partly ABSORBED

partly REFLECTED

Measured by a detector

Quantified as

oxygenated and deoxygenated Hb

According to the spectrum (830-780 nm)

Oxygen Exchange In 

Tissues



NIRS 

Different

oxymeters

Different

applications

Brain activity, brain perfusion, plasticity

interhemisphere coherence

Several optodes on the scalp

Result: many traces (one for each channel) or a map 

Cortical activation 

(and continuous recording) 

not suitable for monitoring during surgery



Oxymeter sensors applied on the forehead

Parameters  (depending on NIRS instruments): 

regional cerebral oxygen saturation (rSO2), 
changes in intracerebral saturation (CsO2), 

tissue oxygen index (TOI)  

Result: a trace or a number (index)

Oxygenation monitoring

(Continuous recording) 

NIRS 

Different

oxymeters

Different

applications

suitable for monitoring during surgery



Transcranial 

Doppler  

EEG monitoring

Stump pressure

LIMITATIONS

Not applicable in 10% of the patients
(no  temporal bone window)  

Expensive

Dependent on the skills of the technicians

Time consuming

Interpretation

Influenced by certain anaesthetics

Not continuous

NIRS 

as a possible 

alternative to 

traditional techniques 

Cerebral Oxygenation

monitoring during CEA 

Two oximeter sensors applied on the forehead

Somatosensory evoked potential (SSEP) 



Hemodynamics monitoring   in deep tissues 

Noninvasive

Suitable for  continuous –bedside- measurements, 

No specially trained personnel 

Widely used for monitoring in cardiac, 

pediatric, neurosurgery and  ICU

SctO2 changes correlated  with changes in 

EEG, TCD, SP and postoperative neurologic 

deficits.

possible prediction of  intra-operative cerebral 

ischaemia

and shunt    indication

cerebral hyperperfusion syndrome

NIRS

monitoring

Cas Medical 

Systems, Inc, 

Branford, 

Connecticut, USA)

The INVOS™ Cerebral/Somatic

Oximeter



NIRS

monitoring

Cas Medical 

Systems, Inc, 

Branford, 

Connecticut, 

USA)

The INVOS™ Cerebral/Somatic

Oximeter

•

forehead monitoring of  a limited region

(frontal lobe)  

poor monitoring  of other brain areas

(parietal lobe) 

signal contamination by the scalp 

(minimized by a new algorithm)

Different devices, procedures, parameters 

(not comparable)

No consensus on the cut-off  SctO2 value

for predicting cerebral ischemia   
(e.g.  11.7%-25% from baseline)



INVOS 

OM-100 (Shimadzu Co.) 

NIRO500

FORE-SIGHT 
TOS96 

Selfconstruct

OM100/110 

Critikon

DCS flow-oximeter

NIRS 

Frontal lobe

50 papers

3000 subjects

CAROTID 

SURGERY 

NIRS 

promising for cerebral monitoring in CEA

but not yet considered a standard technique

. 

Mason PF. The assessment of cerebral oxygenation during

carotid endarterectomy utilising near infrared

spectroscopy.        Eur J Vasc Surg. 1994 Sep;8(5):590-4.



Possible applications of NIRS

fNIRS

Intravascular

applications

hemodynamic patterns 

collateral circulation

Before surgery? 

Stratification of patients?

NIRS+ IVUS

Anatomy and composition 

of an atherosclerotic plaque



Intravascular  NIRS in Cardiology 

Cleared by the FDA 

detection in the coronary arteries

of  lipid-core plaques LCP  at higher risk 
(spontaneous events,  distal embolization and stent failure) 

NIRS-IVUS imaging (TVC Imaging

System, InfraReDx, Burlington, Massachusetts



Hypothesis

Detection by NIRS 

of  lipid-core plaques LCP

in the carotid arteries predisposing to stroke

A multimodality catheter (TVC System, Infraredx, Inc, 

Burlington, MA) that contains intravascular ultrasound

(IVUS) and NIRS was used in this carotid case.

NIRS 

not validated or approved by the FDA  

for use in carotid arteries

No evidence of utility is currently available
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